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ABSTRACT
Users of industrial recommender systems are normally suggested
a list of items at one time. Ideally, such list-wise recommendation
should provide diverse and relevant options to the users. How-
ever, in practice, list-wise recommendation is implemented as top-
N recommendation. Top-N recommendation selects the first N
items from candidates to display. The list is generated by a ranking
function, which is learned from labeled data to optimize accuracy.
However, top-N recommendation may lead to sub-optimal, as it
focuses on accuracy of each individual item independently and
overlooks mutual influence between items. Therefore, we propose
a personalized re-ranking model for improving diversity of the
recommendation list in real recommender systems. The proposed
re-ranking model can be easily deployed as a follow-up compo-
nent after any existing ranking function. The re-ranking model
improves the diversity by employing personalized Determinantal
Point Process (DPP). DPP has been applied in some recommender
systems to improve the diversity and increase the user engagement.
However, DPP does not take into account the fact that users may
have individual propensities to the diversity. To overcome such lim-
itation, our re-ranking model proposes a personalized DPP to model
the trade-off between accuracy and diversity for each individual
user. We implement and deploy the personalized DPP model on a
large scale industrial recommender system. Experimental results on
both offline and online demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed
re-ranking model.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Recommender systems are powerful information filters for guid-
ing users to find their interested items from gigantic and rapidly
expanding pool of candidates, and they have taken more and more
scenarios in our lives [1] [2] [3] [4]. Users in industrial recom-
mender systems are normally recommended a list of items at one
time. Ideally, such list-wise recommendation should provide di-
verse and relevant options to the users. Due to efficiency issue,
many industrial recommender systems implement list-wise rec-
ommendation as Top-N recommendation, which selects the first
N items from an ordered list. The ordered list is generated by a
ranking function, which is learned from labeled data to optimize

(a) a top-N recommendation list
without considering diversity

(b) a top-N recommendation list,
considering diversity

Figure 1: Comparison of ranking list considering diversity
or not.

accuracy and produces a ranking score for each individual item.
Such top-N recommendation focuses on relevance of each individ-
ual item independently and overlooks mutual influence between
items. As observed in [5], recommending a list of items by such
a method lead to sub-optimal performance of recommender sys-
tems, due to the following two aspects. On the one hand, ranking
by relevance is likely to select multiple similar items in the list.
However, it is highly possible that at most one of such similar items
is needed by a user, while the others are redundant and waste the
chance being displayed to the user. We take a real-world example
from a mainstream App Store. As shown in Figure 1(a), a top-N
recommendation list consists of multiple apps in the category of
social community and video, because the ranking function learns
that the user likes to chat with people and watch video. However,
recommending multiple apps with the same functionality results
wasting displayed chances and also degrading user experience. A
more reasonable recommendation list should take diversity into
account, as presented in Figure 1(b). On the other hand, focusing
on relevance of items may lead to information isolation for the
users [6], which results in leaving fewer opportunities for explor-
ing new items [7]. To address this problem, diversity [8–11] has
been imposed as a complement of accuracy, to model the mutual
influence between items and therefore improve the effectiveness of
list-wise recommendations.
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Figure 2: The distribution of user’s entropy over her down-
load history collected from App Store with user consent

A multitude of approaches have been presented to generate the
diverse recommendations. Industrial recommender systems are a
very complicated framework so that we have to consider the ease of
implementation and the risk of launching online when we deploy
new models or components online. Therefore, considering diver-
sity in recommendation, we aim to propose a component that is
compatible with all the existing components, instead of replacing
some of them. That is to say, we target “diversity" as a re-ranking
model, which can be easily deployed as a follow-up component
after any existing ranking function. Some existing models exist,
which treat “diversity" as a re-ranking model, assuming a ranking
of items is available. For example, Maximal Marginal Relevance
(MMR) method in [12] selects one item at a time from a ranking list,
which considers both of the relevance and the pair-wise similarity.
Probabilistic models based on Determinantal Point Process (DPP)
in [13, 14] consider the list-wise similarity among items through
a kernel matrix, which consists of relevance and pair-wise simi-
larity. Compared with the MMR-based model, DPP-based model
can improve the diversity more efficiently without degrading the
accuracy [13]. However, we observe that an unrealistic assumption
is made in DPP-based model: it is assumed that different users have
the same propensity to the degree of diversity. We find some evi-
dence from both literature and real-world data to call for different
propensity to diversity with different individuals.

Analyzing user behaviors from the same App Store with user
consent, the result is presented in Figure 2. The figure presents the
distribution of user’s entropy over her download history. The x-axis
represent the entropy value of the app category in her download
history, while the y-axis represents the normalized population of
this entropy value in the whole population of 10,000 users. It sug-
gests that users’ taste varies significantly. Users with large entropy
values have a variety of interests over different categories of apps,
while users with small entropy values focus on few categories of
apps. It can be implied from this fact that different individuals have
different propensity to diversity.

After seeking answer from industrial applications, we check
the viewpoint of literature. [15] demonstrates that the personal-
ity traits of users significantly correlate with their behaviors in
recommendation system. They take into account each users’ per-
sonality trait based on a large scale user survey in [16, 17], and
present that different users have different propensity to the degree
of diversity. Specifically, the users with narrow taste of items may

expect more similar items in the recommendation list, while the
users who have a variety of interests may expect more diverse
items. Moreover, some researchers have proposed several methods
to utilize the users’ behaviors for building the personalized diver-
sified recommendation. In [18], the proposed algorithms focus on
the users’ propensity to diversity based on the different attributes
of items, and re-rank the recommendation list by MMR methods.
A pre-filtering approach proposed in [19] clusters the users into
four groups according to each user’s inclination to the diversity,
and then apply the user based collaborative filtering algorithm for
each group. These methods demonstrate the effectiveness of the
personalized diversity with the offline experiment on some public
datasets.

However, [18, 19] personalize the diversity propensity on four
user clusters, instead of on individuals, where each hyper-parameter
in individual user cluster needs to be grid searched. As indicated
from Figure 2, it is more reasonable to personalize the diversity
propensity on individual users, as users’ propensity to diversity
varies significantly. However, it is impossible to extend [18, 19]
straightforwardly, personalizing diversity propensity from the gran-
ularity of user clusters to a much finer granularity of individual
users, as searching for hyper-parameter for each user is impractical.
Note that the number of users in an industry recommender system
is normally tens or hundreds of millions.

In this paper, we propose a personalized DPP model to improve
the diversity of recommendation list, where the personalized gran-
ularity is of individual users. The hyper-parameter for each user is
factorized to two factors: one is formulated by information entropy
of a user’s interaction history, while the other is commonly shared
across all the users and tunable.

We summarize the main contributions of our study:
• We propose a personalized re-ranking model for improv-
ing diversity of recommendation list, and it can be easily
deployed as a follow-up component after ranking function.

• The re-ranking model employs personalized DPP, where the
penalization granularity is on individual users, instead of on
user clusters in the literature.

• We conduct the experimental evaluations on an offline bench-
mark to show the superiority of our proposed re-ranking
model.

• We deploy our proposed re-ranking model in a live recom-
mender system and demonstrate the significant improve-
ment for both of diversity and accuracy over baselines in
online A/B test.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
elaborate our re-ranking model in detail. We present our system
architecture in live recommender systems in Section 3. Experimen-
tal setting and offline/online results are shown and discussed in
Section 4. Finally, we give the conclusion in Section 5.

2 RE-RANKING MODEL
2.1 DPP-based Re-ranking
As studied in [13], DPP-based model is more effect and more effi-
cient than other models such as MMR-based model. Therefore, we
choose to investigate how to apply DPP-based re-ranking model in
our recommender system. In this section, we present DPP-based
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re-ranking model, and discuss its limitation, which motivates our
personalized DPP-based re-ranking model in the next section.

We summarize some key results about from [13, 14, 20], for
readers to better understand our model. A point process P on
a set of items M = {1, 2, ..., |M|} is a probability distribution
on the powerset of M. That is, ∀Y ⊆ M, P assigns a proba-
bility P(Y ), such that

∑
Y ⊆M P(Y ) = 1. It is stated in [20] that,

finding the set maxY : |Y |=k,Y ⊆M P(Y ) is a way of selecting a rel-
evant and diverse subset of k items from the whole item set M.
Furthermore, P can be compactly parameterized by a M × M

positive semi-definite kernel matrix L, such that P(Y ) ∝ det(LY ),
where det(L) is the determinants of matrix L and LY is a submatrix
of L projected to only those rows and columns in Y . Therefore,
find the set maxY : |Y |=k,Y ⊆M P(Y ) is equivalent to finding the set
maxY : |Y |=k,Y ⊆M det(LY ).

The positive semi-definite kernel matrix L is defined as follows:

Lii = q
2
i (1)

Li j = αqiqjSi j (2)

where qi (i ∈ [1, |M|]) denotes relevance score of item i gener-
ated from the ranking function, S denotes a user-defined similarity
matrix among the items, α is the hyper-parameter to trade-off rele-
vance and diversity.

As discussed before, we need to select a set of items Y from the
whole item setM, such that

max
Y : |Y |=k,Y ⊆M

det(LY ) (3)

It is known as a NP-hard problem [20] with complexity O(C
|Y |

|M |
)

to find the optimal set. To make DPP-based re-ranking model ap-
plicable in industrial recommender systems, we choose to use an
efficient and effective approximation algorithm, Fast Greedy MAP
Inference [21], to perform re-ranking in an acceptable latency. Such
an approximation algorithm solves this combination optimization
problem approximately in O(|Y |2 |M|). Although theoretic lower
bound is not provided in [21], online A/B test is conducted to demon-
strate its superiority.

To present it formally, we summarize DPP-based re-ranking
model in Algorithm 1. Each round, FastGreedyMAP selects the one
item greedily (as shown in Line 3 of Algorithm 1), which is to say, the
selected item promotes the determinants of the updated submatrix

most. Formally, it selects the itemy = arдmaxi ∈M

(
log det(LY∪{i })−

log det(LY )
)
.

2.2 Personalized DPP
In DPP, α is a tunable hyper-parameter to balance the trade-off
between relevance and diversity. DPP assumes every individual
have the same propensity to the degree of diversity, as the same α
value is applied when constructing the kernel matrix L, which is
shared when performing re-ranking for all users. However, as we
discussed in Section 1, different individuals have different propen-
sity to diversity, so that personalization is needed in DPP.

A straightforward way to implement personalization in DPP is
setting a unique hyper-parameter αu for user u. Unfortunately, this
approach is not practical, since the number of hyper-parameters

Algorithm 1 DPP-based Re-ranking model

Input: candidate items,M; kernel matrix L; number of required
items k ;

Output: re-ranking list, Y;
1: Initialize: Y = Φ;
2: while |Y | < k and |M | > 0 do
3: y = FastGreedyMAP(M, L, k)
4: Y = Y ∪ y
5: M =M − y
6: end while
7: return Y

αu ’s is too large to be tuned individually. In this paper, we present
an effect and efficient method to achieve personalized DPP (For
short, we refer it as pDPP). We factorize user-wise hyper-parameter
αu to two factors as

αu = fu × α0 (4)

where α0 is a tunable and shared hyper-parameter to trade-off
relevance and diversity across all the users (which is of the same
functionality as α in DPP) and fu is a user-wise factor representing
diversity propensity of user u.

Next, we elaborate the intuition of defining fu . As explained
in a real-world example in Section 1, users’ diversity propensity
can be reflected by their historical behavior. As one of the possible
choices, Shannon entropy over the distribution of different genres1
of interacted items by the user is utilized, as

H(u) = −
∑
д∈G

P(д |u) log(P(д |u)) (5)

where P(д |u) denotes the probability of user u being interested in
genre д, namely, one of user u’s interacted items being of genre д.
As shown in [18], a user u with higherH(u) has higher propensity
of diversity and vice versa. Due to this intuition, we define fu as
the normalizedH(u). Formally, we propose to use a parameterized
min-max normalization, as follows:

fu =
H(u) − Hmin + l

Hmax −Hmin + l
(l ≥ 0) (6)

where Hmax = maxu H(u) represent the maximal entropy value
over all the users andHmin denote the minimal value. The hyper-
parameter l controls the personalization degree of fu (and therefore
αu ). As shown in Figure 3, a larger l value indicates less personalized
fu values among all the users, e.g., when l −→ ∞, it can be seen
that fu = 1 and pDPP downgrades to DPP. In practice, we choose
to use two special cases: when l = 0, fu is the standardmin-max
normalized H(u); and when l = Hmin, fu is themax normalized
H(u).

To summarize, pDPP is a personalized version of DPP without
introducing extra hyper-parameters for tuning. Though the formu-
lation is simple, the experiment results in Section 4 demonstrate its
effectiveness.

1Our formulation can be extended easily by including other features of items.
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Figure 3: Paraterized min-max normalized entropy with dif-
ferent hyper-parameter l values.

3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Framework Modifications
An overview of a recommender systemwith pDPP re-rankingmodel
is shown in Figure 4. We first present the modules without consid-
ering the re-ranking model (which is surrounded in green box) and
then illustrate how to adapt these modules with pDPP.

The architecture of a recommender system consists of three
modules. (1) Offline training module processes user-item interaction
data, extracts features (user features, item features and context
features), trains model and uploads the model. (2) Online prediction
module receives users’ request and returns a list of items. There are
usually two steps in this module, namely retrieval and ranking. Since
there may be over millions of items, it is impossible to score every
item within a required latency (often within tens of millisecond).
The retrieval step returns a short list of items (often hundreds
or thousands) of items that is suitable for the user under such
context. After reducing the size of candidates, the ranking step
computes relevance scores for individual items using the offline
trained model. (3) Nearline updating module, which updates user
features, item features and even the offline trained models with
real-time interaction data.

Our proposed pDPP re-ranking model can be integrated into the
above architecture easily. Next, we will elaborate how to adapt the
three modules in the framework, to deploy this re-ranking model.

• In offline training module, α initializer computes αu value
for individual user u and uploads such values to online
Indexer .

• In online prediction module, given the relevance scores of
candidate items computed by any ranking function and the
personalized αu value from online Indexer , pDPP re-ranking
model generates the final recommendation list, considering
both relevance and diversity.

• In nearline updating module, personalized αu values are
updated based on the real-time user-item interaction data,
and the updated αu values are sent to online Indexer .

Figure 4: The architecture overview of a recommender sys-
tem with pDPP re-ranking model. The pDPP re-ranking
model can be integrated with the other parts easily, and is
compatible with any advanced ranking function.

Developing accurate ranking function is an essential research
topic and attracts many researchers from both academia and indus-
try. As can be seen, our pDPP re-ranking model is compatible with
any advanced ranking function, without any modification on such
ranking function.

3.2 Practical Issues
To help readers better understand and implement our model in
their recommender systems, we summarize several practical issues
which should be noticed in real-world applications.

• In research work such as [21], the kernel matrix L is pre-
computed and stored in memory, as shown in Algorithm 1.
However, such a method cannot be performed in a real-
world recommender system, due to the following two rea-
sons. Firstly, the relevance score qi ’s, computed by a rank-
ing function, are personalized and real-time updated. Such
industrial-style ranking function makes different relevance
scores of individual users to the same item, and furthermore,
the relevance score of a user-item pair may be updated in a
few seconds as the user feature may be changed. Secondly,
our pDPP model has a personalized factor fu when con-
structing L so that different users have different L. We need
a huge amount of time and storage resources to handle such
L’s if we need to pre-compute and store them. Due to these
two reasons, we compute the personalized kernel matrix L
for a user on-the-fly when this user trigger the request to
our recommender system.

• In our experiments, we tried two different approaches to
construct the similarity matrix S : one utilizes item features
and the other uses user-item interaction information. The
method with user-item interaction performs slightly worse
than with the other. The reason may due to the fact that
user-item interactions are usually very sparse which makes
the item representations based on such information not very
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reliable. No matter which approach are used, we find that
the performance is better when we normalize Si j in [0, 1].

• Cold start problem is one of the common challenges in rec-
ommender systems. In our system, we set αu = α0 if u is
a new user. Moreover, users with only few interactions are
also regarded as new users by our system. We make such
a decision because α0 is a relatively safe value for explo-
ration, while balancing the trade-off between relevance and
diversity.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To demonstrate the superiority of our pDPP-based re-rankingmodel,
we firstly design offline experiment on two datasets to compare
the relevance and diversity of recommendation result of our model
with that of baselines. Furthermore, we deploy our model on a live
recommender system, to validate its effectiveness in an industry
application. In this section, we will present the experiment details
and analyze the results in terms of offline and online evaluation,
respectively.

4.1 Offline Evaluation
4.1.1 Datasets. For offline evaluation, we prepare two datasets.
Besides MovieLens, which is a benchmark in recommendation re-
search community, we also collect user-item interaction log from
our commercial App Store. To help reproduce our experiment result,
we firstly describe how we process such two datasets.

MovieLens 1M Dataset 2 contains 1,000,209 anonymous ratings
with approximately 3,900 movies rated by 6,040 users. As a tradi-
tional pre-processing by research work as [13], we eliminate the
movies rated by less than 10 users and the users rating less than 20
movies. We randomly split the ratings to two parts, where 70% of
the ratings are used for training, and 30% are for testing. A samples
with rating greater than or equal to 4 is treated as positive, oth-
erwise negative. We perform item-based collaborating filtering as
ranking function to predict the relevance score for each item. The
similarity matrix S is built based on the genres of movies, which is
to say, Si j = 1 if movie i and j are of the same genre.

Company Dataset is collected from our commercial App Store
with user consent. This dataset contains approximately 100,000
download records from about 80,000 users in 8 consecutive days.
The size of the whole item set is 7,000. Samples in the first 7 days
are used for training, while samples in the last day are for testing.
We consider all download records as the positive samples, and the
others (i.e., the apps that are in the item set but not downloaded
by a user) are negative ones. The similarity matrix S is generated
by the category of apps, i.e., Si j = 1 if app i and j are of the same
category.

4.1.2 Baselines. Two baselines are compared. The first baseline
considers the ranking function for relevance and disregards re-
ranking model for diversity, which is referred as BASE. The other
baseline is the standard DPP for re-ranking, which is presented as
DPP. Although MMR is a popular state-of-the-art method, we omit
it here due to its inferiority compared to DPP [13]. Our personalized
DPP model for re-ranking is denoted as pDPP. Note that the ranking

2http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/

function3 utilized in BASE, DPP and pDPP keeps consistent, for fair
comparision. The hyper-parameter α value in DPP and α0 value in
pDPP are found by grid search.

4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics. To compare the models comprehensively,
we evaluate them from both relevance and diversity aspects of their
recommendation results. Precision is utilized to measure the rele-
vance, which is defined as

precision =

∑
u |Ru ∩Tu |∑

u |Ru |
(7)

where Ru denotes recommendation list of user u,Tu denotes down-
load apps of user u in test set.

To measure the diversity, we adopt intra-list distance (ILD) [9],
which is defined as

ILD = avд
u

avд
i, j ∈Ru ,i,j

(1 − Si j ) (8)

P@k and ILD@k is the precision and ILD of the first k item in the
recommendation list.

Moreover, as a third metric, we measure the balance of precision
and ILD denoted as avд(P@K , ILD@k) in [18, 22], wherein the
metrics are standardized to make the scales homogeneous.

Table 1: Experiment Results on MovieLens 1M Dataset

Model P@5 ILD@5 avд(P@5, ILD@5)

BASE 0.0420 0.5587 0.4000
DPP(α=0.01) 0.0420 0.5623 0.4314
DPP(α=0.02) 0.0419 0.5735 0.5035
DPP(α=0.03) 0.0416 0.5928 0.3717
DPP(α=0.04) 0.0415 0.6162 0.5000
pDPP(l=Hmin) 0.0420 0.6015 0.7717
pDPP(l=0) 0.0421 0.5938 0.8046

4.1.4 Experimental Results. Both offline experiments are performed
for multiple times to ensure the results are statistically accurate.
During each experiment, we randomly shuffle the data for training
and test on the MovieLens Dataset and conduct consecutive exper-
iments within different dates for Company Dataset. Experiment
results on MovieLens 1M Dataset with k = 5 are shown in Table 1.
Due to space limit, we omit the results with other k values, but they
are analogous.

DPP model aims to balance the trade-off between accuracy and
diversity, for which we can focus more on diversity (i.e., ILD met-
ric) by enlarging α , but on the other hand, the relevance perfor-
mance (i.e., precision metric) will be degraded. Compared with
BASE, DPP(α=0.01) achieves the same accuracy but better diversity.
We select a reasonable range for α , to avoid degrading the accuracy
significantly, i.e., α = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, ..., 0.1}. Among such values,
α = 0.04 makes DPP performs the best in terms of ILD@5 while
α = 0.02 enables DPP achieves the best avд(P@5, ILD@5).

As expected, pDPP outperforms all the baselines in terms of P@5
and avд(P@5, ILD@5), which demonstrates the superiority of mod-
elling different propensity of diversity for individual users. Specially,
pDPP(l=0) performs best in terms of P@5 and avд(P@5, ILD@5)
3In MovieLens 1M Dataset, item-based CF is served as the ranking function; while in
Company Dataset, a popular deep learning model is served.

http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
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and slightly decreases the performance of ILD@5 compared to
pDPP(l=Hmin).

Table 2: Experiment Results on Company Dataset

Model P@5 ILD@5 avд(P@5, ILD@5)

BASE 0.0782 0.6554 0.5000
DPP(α=0.1) 0.0782 0.6559 0.5014
DPP(α=0.2) 0.0782 0.6599 0.5108
DPP(α=0.3) 0.0769 0.6695 0.4835
DPP(α=0.4) 0.0756 0.6775 0.4525
DPP(α=0.5) 0.0769 0.6865 0.5239
DPP(α=0.6) 0.0769 0.7048 0.5672
DPP(α=0.7) 0.0744 0.7160 0.4937
DPP(α=0.8) 0.0744 0.7301 0.5272
DPP(α=0.9) 0.0705 0.7682 0.4676
DPP(α=1.0) 0.0654 0.8662 0.5000
pDPP(l=Hmin) 0.0782 0.7025 0.6118
pDPP(l=0) 0.0782 0.7051 0.6179

The results on Company Dataset are shown in Table 2. Similar to
the experiments onMovieLens 1MDataset, we select an appropriate
range as α = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 1.0}. Adding DPP-based re-ranking
model based on BASE, the DPP models improve the diversity while
sacrificing the performance of relevance. Compared with the BASE
and DPP models, pDPP models(with 0.6 as the α0) gain the best
performance on P@5 andavд(P@5, ILD@5). Remarkably, retaining
exactly the same accuracy as BASE, pDPP methods improve the
diversity significantly. Specifically, between pDPP family, the model
with l = 0 achieves better diversity than the one with l = Hmin
while keeps the same accuracy performance.

4.2 Online Evaluation
As shown its superior balancing the trade-off between accuracy
and diversity in offline evaluation, we deploy pDPP in a live recom-
mender system to verify its effectiveness in an industry application.

4.2.1 Experiment setting. For online evaluation, we conduct online
A/B test. We compare three different families of models: BASE, DPP
and pDPP. We randomly split all the users into hundreds of bins,
each of which consists of more than 100,000 users. A bin of users
are served by each of the three compared models. In our live rec-
ommender system, the hyper-parameter α of DPP and α0 of pDPP
are set to 0.6 as the performance of avд(P@5, ILD@5) is the best
when α = 0.6 in offline evaluation (as presented in Table 2).

4.2.2 Evaluation Metrics. To compare the performance of these
methods, we evaluate them on the basis twometrics of accuracy and
one metric of diversity. The first accuracy metric that we measure
is download ratio (DR), defined as

DR =
total number o f downloads

total number o f impressions
. (9)

Beyond that, we also measure the engagement of users. More
specifically, we study average number of downloads (AD) per user,
as

AD =
total number o f downloads

total number o f users
(10)

Besides these two accuracy metrics, we adopt ILD to evaluate
the diversity, the same as in offline evaluation.

Table 3: Online A/B testing results

Model DR AD ILD

BASE - - -
DPP +6.13% +2.83% +4.06%
pDPP +6.52% +3.54% +4.32%

4.2.3 Online Performance. The results of A/B online test are shown
in Table 3. Considering the commercial concerns, we only present
the relative improvement of DPP and pDPP over BASEmodel in terms
of DR, AD and ILD.

We can observe that both DPP and pDPP perform significantly
better than BASE in terms of all the three evaluation metrics. It
suggests that improving diversity is able to boost the recommen-
dation performance. Between DPP and pDPP, we observe that pDPP
is superior than DPP, which indicates that personalized propensity
to diversity is more suitable than identical propensity setting. We
observe that the improvement of the pDPP over DPP is not as sig-
nificant as that in offline evaluation. Through detailed analysis, we
find that about 35% of the users have only one download record in
their behavior history so that it is hard to define their propensity
to diversity under such circumstance, which may be one reason for
the not-so-significant improvement. However, the daily turnover
of our App Store is millions of dollars, therefore even such not-so-
significant lift in DR and AD brings extra millions of dollars each
year.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Recommender system which only focuses on accuracy may lead
to sub-optimal, as it too much emphasizes the accuracy of each
individual items and leads to presenting similar items. Diversity,
which has been studied to present the users with more diversified
items, can be viewed as mutual influence among items. Therefore,
combining accuracy and diversity in recommender system is a
reasonable and convincing way to improve the performance. Fur-
thermore, different users have different propensity to diversity,
which requires personalized diversity. In this paper, we propose a
personalized re-ranking model for improving the diversity of the
recommendation list based on personalized DPP. This re-ranking
model can be easily deployed as a follow-up component after any
existing ranking function. The offline experiments over two real-
world datasets and the online comparison through A/B testing in
an industrial recommender system demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed re-ranking model.
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